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- To submit a paper, please log in at https://conference.iis.sinica.edu.tw/surl/ifeec2019/sta
- If you do not have an account for the submission system, please click Register to create an account.

Enter your information and Submit the registration sheet after checking your information
You will receive the password of the account in the confirmation email from the system.

Log in to your account (click https://conference.iis.sinica.edu.tw/surl/ifeec2019/sta or the link in the email)
• Click on “Submit Paper”

• Enter your paper’s information. Make sure every starred blank is filled in. Click “Submit”

• Please only upload PDF copy of paper, keep paper filesize to <20MB (paper template link HERE)

• Indicate if you wish for your paper to be considered for Oral or Poster presentation
If your second (or subsequent) author has already registered in this system, you will find his/her name by entering his/her email. It will be red-underlined as shown below. Otherwise, you can follow the steps below to add second (or subsequent) author.

The example show below is to add in a third author.

Step 1. Enter e-mail in the blank as the blue underline shows. Submit the sheet after making sure all information are filled in.

Step 2. Click Submit
Step 3. The system will bring you to fill in the third author’s information.

Step 4. Fill in third author’s information as in the example below and click “Submit”. The system will send email to you and to the third author to acknowledge receipt of paper submission.
Email is sent to third author to acknowledge receipt of paper submission. First author will receive the same message.

Dear Mr. Lim Thomas,

Thank you for submitting your paper to IEEE IFEEC 2019.

Paper ID: 1004
Paper Title: Medium voltage converters

Authors:
Tan John (ifeec2019@ntu.edu.sg) - corresponding author
Events ERIAN (erian-events@ntu.edu.sg)
Lim Thomas (ifeec2019@ntu.edu.sg)

Note:
1. Confirmation of submission will be sent to all authors.
2. Only the corresponding author can modify/upload/withdraw the submission.

You can use the following information to check your current paper submission status at https://conference.is.nvce.edu.tw/surf/hltda.

Account Name: spec2018@ntu.edu.sg
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Sincerely,

General Chair
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